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The Perfect Gift For Mothers Any Time Of The Year.Love You MOM: Doodle & DreamA beautiful
and inspiring adult coloring book for moms everywhere.Give your mom the gift of relaxation with this
inspiring coloring book.Beautifully detailed black & white illustrations will take your mom on a
journey of de-stressing art therapy, while the gorgeous words & quotes celebrating motherhood will
remind her just how special she is.Whether she already enjoys coloring or hasnâ€™t picked up a
pencil for years she will find something here to love.Each of the 50+ individual drawings is specially
printed on a single page with the reverse left blank so they can be cut out and kept to create a
picture perfect for framing or displaying.Take your momâ€™s precious free time into a new and
thoughtful dimension and show her your appreciation.You may also enjoy.....Dream Catcher: a soul
bird's journey.A beautiful and inspiring coloring book for all ages.
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This book is full of a variety of illustrations, making it hard for me to choose a star level. Some
illustrations are very simplistic, some are mostly black, some are very detailed, some are simply
flowers, some are fish and animals filled with intricate designs, a few have such tiny details I do not
think I can color them, it would take a very sharp pencil.I am giving this a 4 star, because I love the
Mom inspirational quotes, I love some of the pictures and I really don't like some of them, but as a
Mom who enjoys coloring I would be happy and touched to get this as a gift from one of my
children.1. 51 Illustrations printed one per page with beautiful, inspirational sayings about Mom on
the back of each.2. The paper is not very heavy, Fiskars Gel pens and Crayola markers bled

through just a little so either use colored pencils or remove the pages for coloring or place a scrap
sheet of paper under the page you are coloring and make sure the picture is dry before removing.If
you like this book also look at Love you Grandma , an amazing coloring book available on .

I bought this for my mom as I have been coloring recently and she had shown interest. It arrived in
the mail and I was looking through it and there are some neat designs, and she was thrilled to get it
as a gift. One thing of note though....one of the pictures is of a vagina...!! Had I known, I may not
have purchased the book. She hasn't said anything and I guess the drawing is in good taste and
maybe she won't notice because of the design, but just thought I'd share!

I purchased this as a gift and i have mixed feelings about the quality. The pages arent as thick as
other similarly priced adult coloring books and there are quotes on the backside of each page. The
quotes are a nice touch but given the quality of paper you can see them from the picture side. After
taking the time to color in all the detail you dont want to see something showing through from the
backside. Cute idea for gift giving but not the quality i was expecting.

Prefect gift for my other mom who loves to do artistic things. When she opened it, she was in love at
first site. The quotes throughout the book also are wonderful. I have even thought about ordering
one for myself.

What Mother who likes to color would not like to receive this sentiment filled coloring book. I know I
would that is why I got my Mom one. I have to add that I am a bit envious that neither one of my
adult children have thought to do the same for me. Oh well. This could easily be bought in place of a
card on Mother's Day, birthday or just because you love your mother.

I purchased this as one of the presents I gave to my Mom for Mother's Day. She loves to color and
doodle, so I thought she would enjoy this book - she did! The quotes in it are also lovely. One tip
though - if you are using markers, be sure to place a piece of paper under the page you are coloring
in because it WILL bleed through onto the next page if you don't.

I was shopping online with my husband for Mother's Day gifts for the special women in our families,
and I saw this and told him that it would be a perfect gift for me, so he ordered it right then. We
ordered it on Prime and we received it three days later, and I absolutely love it. I was really

surprised by the durable quality of the book and the pages, and the designs are so beautiful! I'm
glad we ordered one for my mom, too! ("Love you, Grandma.") I'm going to order some quality
pencil colors before I fully dive into this. I posted a pic of it on FB page along with photos of some of
the inside pages, and people are loving it, already ordering some for themselves! I'm surprised
these awesome books are price as low as they are.

The description reads like a nice book to send to your mother, so I did. She called in tears because
it had swear words and was vulgar. The cover was the same but the pages were disgusting. I am so
angry and horrified that I hurt my Mother with this misleading purchase. Zero stars.
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